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1 - "There's Sand on my Lollypop."

KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK!!!!!!!!
"Ugh..." Jackie groaned as she got out of bed.
"Coming..." She slowly walked down the stairs.
She opened the door, to find Gaara standing on her porch eating a lollypop, with a blonde girl with dark
eyes, who smiling at her.
"Hi Jackie!!!" she said energetically, waving a lollypop in the air.
Jackie rubbed her eyes. "Alyssa? Do you know what time it is?"
"Maybe 1:00," Gaara answered.
"Already? ...Well then, come in."
Jackie let them inside.
Suddenly, a dude with messy silver hair and crooked glasses and a waffle sticking to the side of his face
came from the kitchen. "We have company?"
The trio bursted out laughing.
After we recovered, Jackie asked, "Kabuto...Why do you have a waffle on your face?"
A long silence overcame them. "I fell asleep during breakfast."
"So why were you two sleeping all day?" asked Gaara.
"Orochimaru paid us to babysit whiny little Sasuke while he went shopping all night because he starts
crying and cutting himself and stuff when he's alone."
"There's sand on my lollypop."



2 - "Can You Pick Up My Head?"

"Ugh! It's not coming off!" Gaara complained he tried to pick off the sand by indivual grain.
CLUNK!!!!
They turned their heads in suprise as a head with red hair came bouncing down the stairs.
"Hey!!! Hey body!!! Down here!!!...It's no use the ears are on the head..."
The eyes looked Jackie's way. "Can you pick up my head?"
Jackie sighed. "Sasori, how did it get deattached in the first place?" She asked as she scooped him up.
"Yeah!!! I'm the best, m#%&*@@#$%^&!!!!!!!!!!!" yelled Hidan as he stepped out of a room.
"We were playing Super Smash Bros. Melee and I beat him so now he's angry"
A figure with green eyes and a covered face creeped from the same room, holding a two-gallon jar,
almost filled."Pay the swear jar. Your language is terrible!!!" Kakuzu said.
Hidan swore under his breath and dropped two quarters in.
Suddenly, the door burst open. A girl with silver hair and a furry tail walked in, followed by boy with
brown hair and a striped tail.
"Are we late?" asked Shukaku.
"Nah," answered Kabuto, tearing off pieces of his face-waffle.
Then, another girl entered,"Hey everybody!!!"
"Hi Lexi," Jackie said.
Lexi stared at Sasori's head."What happened to Sasori?"
"Hey, your my old host!!!!" said Shukaku, pointing at Gaara.
"Hidan knocked my head off because I beat in SSBM."
Suddenly, Sasori's headless body knocked down a vase, and then a bookshelf as it wandered aimlessly
in the hallway.
"Cr#########################p...Am I gonna have to clean that up?" asked a frowning Sable.
"Because you're so good at it, of course!!!"said Shukaku, patting her shoulder.



3 - "You Made Tobi Cry!!!"

As Sable cleaned up Sasori's mess, Jackie tackled Sasori's out-of-control body to the floor.
"Just screw my head in, nice and tight."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
After Sasori was whole again, Jackie asked, "So who were you plaing as?" "Pikachu, of course!"
All of a sudden,
BOOM!!!!!!!!
Tobi ran out of his room, the ends of his spiky hair on fire.
"Tobi's roof exploded!!! Tobi on fire!!!" He frantically ran around in circles."HELP TOBI!!!!!"
Lexi grabbed Sable's bucket of mop water and dumped it on Tobi's head, extinguishing the flames.
Sable sighed. "...Am I really going to have to clean this up?"
Deidara walked out of Tobi's room, followed by a blonde girl slightly shorter than him.
"We're back, un!!!"
"You made Tobi cry!!!" said Lexi.
Tobi pointed at Deidara. "Yes, Tobi cry because Tobi is a good boy!!! Tobi innocent!!! Tobi sue!!!" A tear
dripped out of the one eye-hole.
"It's a skylight, Tobi!" said Kadie, hugging Deidara's arm.
"And all of your SpongeBob stuff is burnt to a crisp." Sasori added.
"Tobi sad. Tobi want waffle."
Kabuto threw the rest of his face-waffle at Tobi. "Take it. It's cold and soggy."



4 - "Do They Belong To You?"

Jackie heard a car pull up.
She ran downstairs and opened the door.
There was a black and white car in front of the porch.
An officer stepped out. "Out of the car."
He opened the back door, and a blonde girl stepped out, followed by a pale blue guy with messy dark
blue air. "Do they belong to you?" the officer asked.
"Um, yes, they do."
The officer stepped back into the car, and drove away.
"What was that about?" Jackie asked.
Kisame scatched his head. "We got arrested for trying to free the animals at SeaWorld."
"It was your idea," Holly said to Kisame.
"Nevermind. Just come in."
"It's Holly!!!" Lexi shouted.
"Yay!!! Holly is back!!! Holly can be Tobi's lawyer!!!!"
"Holly can help me clean."
"Holly???"
Holly looked around. "What happened while I was gone?"



5 - "...We...Have A Van?"

Ater a very long explaination for Holly about what happened, "But what I want to know is, what are all of
you people doing in my manor???"
"The trip!!!" shouted Tobi excitedly.
"Trip?" Jackie asked.
"To Anime-Con." finished Kisame.
"When did we plan this???"
"Like, six months ago, maybe?" answered Sable.
Jackie sighed. Now she remembered what that "A-C" on my calender stood for.
"So how do we get there?"
"Fly on Deidara-Going-to-get-Sued-Sempai's art?" suggested Tobi.
"This is my day-off. I already made art." Deidara said.
Suddenly, a voice said, "Easy. The van." They turned around, to find Itachi stading at the top of the
stairs.
"...We...have a van?" asked Sasori.
"Yes!!! The van!!! The gigantic black one with a pheonix on the roof and the word "DEATH VAN" on fire
on the hood, with flames and stuff all painted on!!!"
The manor was silenced. You could hear a pin drop.
"Where is it???" asked Lexi.
"Oh my God...how could you not notice a van big enough to hold thirty people in the garage???"
"...Wait a minute...you mean the dusty thing that's covered in boxes???"
"Yes!!! The mountain of boxes!!! Beneath that, there's a giant van."
"Hey...I live here!!! How come nobody told me had a car???"
"Remember that thing I wanted to move into the manor??? A while ago??? That was the van."



6 - "Well lets dig it up, un!!!"

"Well, lets dig it up, un!!!"
They all headed to the garage.
Hidan opened the garage from indoors.
In front of them was a seemingly endless...valley of boxes, in the center, was an entire mountain.
"Tobi can't see!!! And dark scares Tobi!!!"
"It's nothing to be afraid of, Tobi," Holly said reassuringly.
Kisame flipped a switch, and the garage lit up. "See? The dark is gone!!! It's bright now!!!"
"Too bright!!! Tobi's eye hurts!!!"
Sable sighed. "The van's gonna need cleaning, I know it."
After endless hours, the boxes were carried off to the basement, which is where the boxes should have
been in the first place, but weren't. We uncovered the van, a treasure.
"I missed you," Kakuzu squealed, hugging the gigantic vehicle. "Do you remember the parties we held
back in the day??? The beer and drugs and friends and getting arrested??? Memories..."
"Wait a minute!!! This is your van???" asked Lexi.
"It was, but he sold it to me for 50 grand," Itachi.
"I sold for that much, because Death Van was my bestest friend."
The Death Van, bigger than a school bus, and covered in dust.
"Let's fill up the cooler and start up Death Van so we could get going," said Sasori.
"Caffiene!!!!!" Kadie said loudly.



7 - "Don't Forget Zetsu!!!"

After loading the coolers with their favorite drinks and snacks, they started up the engine.
"Wait a minute, un...Where's Leader and Konan, un???"
"...Tobi, go fetch Pein and Konan!!!"
"Don't forget Zetsu!!!"
"Okay, Tobi will get Leader and Konan and Zetsu because Tobi is a good boy!!!"
Sable pulled out a wet rag from seemingly nowhere and began to wipe the Death Van.
"...Where did you get that from???" asked Alyssa.
"...I have almost no lines in this story..." Gaara said quietly.
Tobi returned, followed by three more people.



8 - "But Who Will Take Care Of My Rose Bushes?"

"What now?! I was trimming my rose bushes!!!" said Leader, brushing leaves off of his shoulder.
Konan adjusted the flower-like ornament in her blue hair. "I was playing the new Pokemon game..."
"What are we doing?" Zetsu asked politely.
"ROAD TRIP!!!!!!" Kadie shouted, jumping up and down.
"To Anime-Con, un!!!!"
"In the Death Van!!!!!!!!"
"But who will take care of my rose bushes?"
I sighed. "We'll be home by tommorow night, Pein. Nothing will happen to your rose bushes."
"Can I bring my DS?" asked Konan.
"NO!!! SO SHUT UP!!!!" yelled Zetsu angrily. The other side has taken over.
"Don't make me take out the WeedKiller!!!!" Holly threatened.
"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!"
Zetsu screamed. The giant Venus Flytrap growing around his head clamped shut.
"Who's driving?" Itachi asked.
Kisame shook his head. "This is your van. You drive it."
"Actually...He had his license taken away." Kabuto said, fixing his glasses.
"...And when did this happen?" asked Sasori.
"A while ago. Ask Deidara. I don't remember it at all." Itachi scratched his head.



9 - "I Was SO Smashed, Man!!!"

Deidara cleared his throat, and started, "Some time ago, when you guys went to the Food Convention,
un. Remember? Me, Tobi, and Kabuto deciced to stay home, un. And we were just playing Halo on the
Xbox, and then Itachi crashed his car into the living room, un. And he was very drunk and we deciced
not to tell you guys, un."
"I was SO smashed, man!!!" Itachi said loudly.
"...So there wasn't a killer alien that blew up the living room???" Alyssa asked.
"Nope!!!" Answered Tobi.
"Then that lady next door called the police cuz she thought Itachi was going to kill everybody. So the
cops came, arrested Itachi, took his lisence, and Kakuzu sold Itachi's car." Kabuto finished.
"That was an ugly Sedan..." Sasori noted.
"Yeah, it was pink," Jackie agreed.
"Then I'll drive." Leader vollunteered.
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